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CALL FOR PAPERS

„Studii şi articole de istorie”
no. LXXXV/2018
The yearbook “Studii și articole de istorie” (“History Studies and Articles”) is the main
publication of the Romanian Society of Historical Sciences. It appears continuously since 1955, with 84
volumes being published up to 2017. The journal aims both history teachers active at different education
levels and a broad group of scholars engaged in the production and dissemination of historical
knowledge.
Traditionally, “Studii și articole de istorie” has a main focus in the fields of didactics and history
of education, but it publishes also studies on other topics. Most of the studies are published in
Romanian, with an English abstract and keywords. However, the journal welcomes also papers written
in other languages, and will decide on a case-by-case basis whether to publish them in English (with a
large Romanian abstract) or in Romanian translation (with an English abstract).
All papers submitted for publication are subject to the double blind peer-review system.
The journal is currently indexed in the Central and Eastern European Online Library (CEEOL www.ceeol.com).
The LXXXV (2018) issue of “Studii și articole de istorie” will include articles grouped under the
following headings:
 Centenary 1918
We welcome both synthetical overviews, and empirical studies focusing on one or several of the
following aspects:
• Hardships (war, shortages, diseases)
• Attempts to find individual and/or collective salvation
• From the principle of national self-determination to the demise of empires and the
formation of nation-states
• The Great Union of 1918 – historical agents, aspirations and realities
• Towards a more just society (land-ownership, electoral rights, gender equality, minority
rights)
• The local community as scene of great historical processes
• Legacies of war (social traumas, economic imbalances, ideological aberrations,
totalitarian evolutions)
• History and memory (historiography, recollections, cultural transfigurations)
 History of education
 Didactics and educational management in teaching and learning history. Analyzes and
opinions
 Miscellanea
 Book reviews

Deadlines:
• December 15, 2017 – sending titles of paper proposals with a short abstract (3-5 lines), in order
to help organizing the peer-review.
• January 15, 2018 – the full version of papers and book reviews submitted for publication is sent
electronically.
• January - February 2018 – the evaluation process of the contributions submitted, after which
the secretariat will communicate to the authors either the publication approval or the reviewers’
requests to improve their contribution; after this communication, the authors will have 1-2 weeks
to improve their paper (or to argue against the requests of the reviewers) and to send the final
version of their contribution.
• May 2018 – the printing of issue LXXXV/2018.
All the correspondence related to the “Studii și articole de istorie” journal will be addressed
electronically to: secretariatssir@gmail.com. Style guidelines will be available on the website
www.ssir.ro and sent upon request by the secretariat to the prospective authors, together with a template
for their contributions.
The editor and the secretariat retain the right to reject any paper that is not original, does not comply to
academic standards, is not suitable for the journal profile, misses the deadlines or disrespects the style
guidelines.

